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MEMORANDlM FOR: E. L. Jordan. Deputy Director
Division of Residant and

Regional Reactor Inspection. IE

THRU: W. R. Mills. Acting Section Chief. Events Evaluation Section.
Reactor Engineering Branch DRRRI. IE

FRON: H. W. Woods. Reactor Systems Specialist. Events Evaluation
Section. Reactor Engineering Branche DRRRI. IE

'
SUBJECT: M. B. ROBIN 5ON EVENT ON JA8RIARY 23,1981

, I. pe_scription of Event
|
| Early on January 29, 1981,

the plant was hiving (EHC) systas.
problems with the hydraulic

pumps on the turbine Electro-Nydraulic Control'

Onepgmpp |

had significant vibrations shoe in service, and the other had a significant i

oil leak through the shaft see1. The operators were shifting back and
forth between use of these tuo p$sps while decreasing plant power as
rapidly as possible so that the plant could be taken off-line and the
EHC peeps fixed. ;

At 0624 with turbine load at about 65 the operators were shifting the
EHC between those pumps when the second (la t) generator output breakers
was opened to sepstate the plant from the grid. This cambination of :

transients produced a very quick oscillation of the @vernor valves |

| which admitted a gufck pulse of stems into the steamLine, producing q
tae momentary high steen flow signals. Since the primary system had
already been cooled below thm " low T average" setpoint, this produced |

a Safety Injection (SI) on coincidence of tra out of three high steem i
flow - low T average signals. The plant tripped on "p7." 1.e., first -|
stage pressure instantaneously indicated power greater than 105, which

,
,

will trip the plant unless the output breakers are closed.'

The SI signal axisted long enough to pick up "8" train SI relays but
'

not the corresponding "A" train relays. Observing the "C" pumps running ibut not "A" pumps, the operators manually initiated the "A" train $1. |

(NOTE: no actual injection occurred at this time since reactor pressure
was around 2200 psig and shutoff head for the SI pumps at H. B. Robinson
is about 1500 psig).

At 0628, noting that pressurize- level was at 181 and increasing and )primary-sy t- p-essura-ass _at_ ?N a=i; =ad utsadyr +ha annatari retaL_ __ - !

.the St.
,

No reactor coolant pumps were tripped. |,

' d@ i
'
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Continuing to recover from the plant trip and $1. at 0637 the plant operators
restored letdown (which is isolated en an SI) and stopped one charging
pump. It is noted here that apparently no written procedure exists for
recovery from an inadvertent SI; lacking such a procedure, the operator
tried to restore letdown without resetting the air system that operates
the let down (selation valves. Noting that letdown had not been restored,
the operators realized the prob &en, went to a different panel and resett

! the afr system, and then restored letdown.

| Fellowing restoration of letdown, the pressurtzer level continued to
; increase but prfmary systes pressure was decreasing, containment dowpoint

increased from 85'F to 90*F. comat rate in the containment went from
| 300 to 400 cys, contaiment pressure increased frem 0.12 psig to a maxiuna

of 0.2f psig, and Mastino-Vent 11stfag and Air Candittening (MVAC) condensatai

alarus were received (al' indicitive of a primary system leak f ate conta1 ment).'

:

At 0645, the operstars re-isolated letdown but primary system pressere
continued to decrease, resciQ715 psig at 0701 at which time a low pressure,
automatic SI as initiated (but no inter was injected since SI pop shutoff
headis1500)sfg). At 0715. unsure what uns causing the continued depres-
surization with the letdown isolated (where the leak was suspected as

i all parameters escept pressurizar pressure indicated the leak had been
isolated) the operstors isolated the chartfag Ifne, stepped the *S* and

i "C" RCps, and turned en the pressurizer backup heaters (previously only
900 m of hesters had been on). These actions arrested the pressure
decrease, and the reacter as restored in an sederly meaner to normal
hot shutdown pressure and tasperature. Minimum embcooling during the
event was 60 to 70*F. and nintmum pressure was 1620 pefg. above the SI
pep shutoff head. No flow tes ever indicated fYes the 5!.

At 0730. the 12' water level alars in the kemy sury ses received, indicating
about 3000 gallons of water in containment. Sometime befbre 1400 the
same day, the 15" alarm (* S000 gallone) ms received. These estimates
of the water amoents are extremely roegh because the curve showing unter <

volme vs. level in the hayway ("incore" ares) covers 600,000 gal'ons,
and these measurements therefbre are assuming less than 11 error in the
curve.

Later investigation revealed that there were several contributors to the
above sequence of events.

(1) Leskage from the primary syster into containment was frem a header
in the letdown systa just downstream of the regenerative heat
exchanger and the letdown orifices. This header had tw leakage
paths to the containment atmosphere. First, the 600-psig-setpsint
relief valve on that header (which discharges to the pressurizer
relief tank) had a failed bellows such that leakage past the ste
went directly into containment. This was a minor leak compared to

_ _ . - _ _ _
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the second leak, which uns from a 3/4" drain-line from the heeder
with a manual valve (#204-C. normally closed) leading to a capped
pipe afpple. The valve was found to have a very loose packing so
that it could ensfly be turned, and f t was open "fbur or five turns."
The cap uns missing, there uns a *disple" fa the concreta floor
beneath the drefn and the last turn of threads on the drafn nipple
was stripped.

The possibf11ty of a pressure pelse er ester hemocr causing these
failures ins investigated, but no erfdence (strip chart data, failed
pipe hangers, abnomal valve Ifne up due to lack of a SI reset pre-
cedure, etc.) has been fbund. The most Itkely explanation is that
vibrations from the positive displeenaant charging passp worked
the #204-C velve open and the cap loose, and the transfent of isolating
and re-inttfating letdoom finally caused the cap to come off.,

l

The cause of the relfef-valve bellows failure (a much smaller leak)
is stf11 befag investigated, g %. s.c. u

The reifef valve bellous has been replaced, the #204-C valve packing,

has been tightened, the valve closed and locked, other sistlar valves'

la the vicinity have been verfffed closed and their packings have|

been tightened and the valve handwheels locked. The cap down-stream
el the d204-C valve has been replaced and properly tightened.

(2) Water collected in the kapey reached the 12* aism level (* 3000 gal)
at 0715 January 29, 1981, and the 15" (* $000 gal) alam level sometime
before 1400. Fles celes1ations fbe the open 3/4" drafn Ifne predicted
100 to 120 spa under pressure conditiens present in the letdown
system. Stace the letdown systna nas only un-isolated from 0637
to 0645, thf a seuld account fbr only amend 960 gallons of the
inttfal 3000. However, sep level at the start of the leak is not
known, it is not kasun how much leakage came fWem the failed bellowsI

(reta and time period both are unkname), the "3000* gallons associated s
with the 6* alam is not an azact number. and in addition between
0645 (when letdown ins iseisted) and 0715 (when the 6* alars was
recefred) there was leakage past the afr operstad letdown isolation|

,

v41ve in the letdown system and out the drafs. and there uns an -

unknown amovat of dreimage drum other parts of the letdown systaa.
,

In summary, it caanst be concluded with certainty how much meter |

1eaked into the containment. It can be concluded that all searcas |
of leakage f ate the contalmeent have been fband based on RCS leakate '

deterufnet ton and visual faspections in contafament. (The additional
* 3000 gallons collected * between 0715 and + 1400 are attributed
to leakage past the isolation valve).

*The 6000 gallons (total) were not pumped out during this time period because
post-TMI requirements required contatissent isolation including sep flow,
wses-receipt iif ea SI signeh-se-the-purps-were-feet-operet1at4 wring- the -- --- -- - -

time the s 6000 gallons were accumulating.-

.
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''8efore the licensee resissed power operation but after he had put

the systmas into their nomal status, he was required to enter
contalment to verify the lack of other leakage sources (there

,

werenone). He aise mpetred the letdown isolation valve and verifted
1ts integrity, and peped out the keyway.

(3) Reacter depressurization during the event was caused by a stock-
open pressurizar spray valva, as deterufned by subsequent testing
following the event (*S* valve stock during such testing). The
valve has been repaired and verifled operable.

(4) The ENC pumps 'and DIC system have been repaired and tested satts-
factor 11y. The system will be carefully observed to forther ver1fy
its proper operetten upon restart.

(5) After this event, fler three to sin hours there was indication that
"B" Stems Generator had a 0.3 gym ry to secondary leak (based
on secondary side redtewtivity of I Cf/cc). The indication
then went sumy. Etther there was a small leak which subsequently
closed, er the trotsitatt stirred * crud" fa the secondary system
which caused the indication. Upon restart, the plant will monttor
carefully for 58 leaks (none have been detected fle11 ewing plant
startup).

(6) A 35 level increase in the reactor drafn tank occorred early in
this event. This is believed to be due to lifting of the letdown
system relief valve while the letdown system was "selated, des to
the lastage of the letdown system feelation valve previously mentioned.

II. Cause of Event
!

| There appear to have been muMfple contributors to this event, as described
in Sectica I.

"

III. Corrective Action,

l

(a) short Tem

Detailed in section I.

(b) Long Ters
.

The possibility of a pressure pulse fa the 1stdemn syntas will be
further investigated by the licensee, flor example, be examinatten
of the failed bellows fbr failure mode, twrther pipe henger examinations,
etc. The bellows fa11ere is being investigated as a generic 1 tan by W
with Crosby Valve Co., the valve vendor.

The_rtcotfot_an SI recowery_ procedure will_be evaluated._The Itcensee .
_.

.

has evaluated this r.eed, and is actively preparing such a procedure..,

.g

e
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IV. Evaluation

Based on the corrective actions detailed in Section I. we concluded
that continued operation was acceptable.

Hugh W. Woods, Reactor Systans Specialfst
Events Evaluation Section
Rosetor Engineering Sraneh. DRRRI, IE.

cc: J. H. Snfezek, IE
N. C. Moseley. IE
5. E. bryan, IE
E0M5 Branch Chiefs
W. R. Mills, IE

C. J. De8evec. ![
G. A. Schwenk, IE
T. Novak, BER
R. Tedesco, NRR
4. Laf nes, NRR
R. Vollmer, NRR
C. Berifnger NRR
5. Varga, NRR
0. Nofghbors NRR
C. Michelson. AE00
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